StickerYou Inc.
219 Dufferin Street, Suite 2B
Toronto, Ontario
M6K 3J1

Zund Operator
Position Overview
StickerYou Inc. is an emerging large format print, web-based company located in Liberty
Village. We are looking for people who believe if a task is to be completed, it must be done
right the first time. Reporting directly to the Shift Supervisors, the Zund Operator is responsible
for safe and reliable operation of our Zund Digital Cutters. This role is suitable for detail
oriented, dependable multitaskers that can work quickly under pressure in a demanding and
fast-paced environment.
Requirements
➔ Has a secondary school diploma or equivalent
➔ Able to handle the weight of 8 to 10 lbs. respectively, occasionally lifting, pushing or
pulling 30 to 60 lbs
➔ Able to stand or walk for long periods of time
➔ Has a high proficiency in PC/Windows operating system
➔ Experience in the graphics arts or printing industry (bonus)
➔ Experience operating digital cutters (bonus)
➔ Experience operating large format print production equipment (bonus)
Responsibilities
➔ Operates Zund machine to produce custom shape and cut vinyl products
➔ Ability to recognize partial or complete orders and process accordingly
➔ Quality checks of die cut lines through peel tests and thorough observation
➔ Observes machine operation to detect work piece defects or machine malfunction
➔ Packaging parts of orders
➔ Loading material on the machine to be cut
➔ Monitors machine during the cutting of parts
➔ Ability to recognize cut characteristics of various large format materials
➔ Work efficiently in production department with consistent speed and accuracy
➔ Enters status updates and on our internal order management software
➔ Performs general cleaning maintenance and maintains a safe, clean work area
➔ May be required to stack, mark, pack, and transport finished work pieces to fulfillment or
assist other Zund workers in one or more areas
➔ Have a keen eye and high levels of attention to detail
➔ Excellent Attendance is Required
➔ Excellent Reading and Computer Skills
➔ Must have good judgment of color, design, and printing quality
Interested candidates may forward their resumes to cdouse@stickeryou.com with the
subject line: Zund Operator Position (Ryerson)

